Date: October 11, 2023  
Time: 1:00 P.M.  
Location: 30 Valley St, Asheville, NC 28801

Meeting Topics

Agenda Item

1. Welcome

2. Any prior business to discuss/administrative matters.

3. Conflicts check.

4. Approve late applications for Elderly/Disabled Exemptions.

5. Appeals

   A. Sheila Renau d/b/a Sheila’s Hair Dezign – (AB# 795340) - Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

   B. Mike Renau d/b/a Mike’s Automotive Repair – (AB# 797594) – Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

   C. Jerry A. Lyda d/b/a Music City – (AB# 801836) – Appeal of Penalty – (in person)
D. Leslie Wessinger, DDS PA – (AB# 797801) – Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

E. Perry J Stamatiades DDS PA – (AB# 794770) – Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

F. Rhodes Glass Co Inc. – (AB# 798173) – Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

G. ServisFirst Bank – (AB# 3085637) – Appeal of Penalty – (not attending)

6. Any new business.

7. Adjourn